Targeting Animal Movement in 2014

What was delivered in 2014 will build our future.
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Traceability Today

About Us
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) is a not-for-profit,

industry-initiated and led organization. It was incorporated to establish a national
beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep identification program to support efficient
trace back and containment of serious animal health and food safety concerns in
the Canadian herd. The agency is led by a board of directors made up of
representatives from all sectors of the livestock industry, and it manages the
Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database, which is a trace-back system
that maintains radio frequency identification (RFID) tag information.
The CLTS database allows producers to record tag information pertaining to the three pillars of traceability
(i.e., animal identification, premises identification and movement) as well as value-added information
(e.g., age verification). The CLTS database was developed and is wholly-owned by CCIA.
While Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) provides full regulatory enforcement for animal
identification as defined in the Health of Animals Regulations, CCIA administers the identification
program for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep. All herd of origin information associated with each
tag number is maintained within the CLTS database.

Mission Statement: To provide leadership and secure, cost-effective traceability services to the

livestock industry while fostering strategic partnerships and developing innovative solutions that will
enhance the Canadian livestock industry.

How the system works:
An approved CCIA RFID tag is applied to the animal’s ear prior to leaving the herd of origin;
All approved CCIA RFID tags are visually and electronically imbedded with
a unique identification number allocated from the CLTS database and then
issued to producers through authorized tag dealers, directly online via
CCIA’s web store or tag order desk within the call centre;
The national RFID tag distribution network reports all tag issuance records
directly to the CLTS database;
The unique number on an animal’s approved CCIA RFID ear tag is
maintained to the point of export or carcass inspection for traceability
purposes. The CLTS database maintains all historical records of unique animal identification data.

A FULLY-FUNCTIONAL traceability system is based on three pillars:
1. ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION – Associating a unique animal identification number to an animal (e.g., applying
an approved CCIA RFID tag to an animal’s ear);

Vision: To be a world-class leader in livestock traceability to allow our industry to reach its

2. PREMISES IDENTIFICATION – Assigning a unique identification number to a physical land location
(i.e., legal land description or geo-referenced coordinates) by a provincial/territorial premises registry;

Values: We value accountability and responsibility to promote credibility and confidence with our

3. ANIMAL MOVEMENT – Recording the change in location (i.e., unique premises) of a uniquely-identified
animal at a specified time/date.

maximum potential.

stakeholders. We value excellence in service and are committed to continuous improvement. We value
integrity and respect because they are the basis for teamwork and collaboration. We value trust and
accountability in all our relationships.

What traceability is and why it is important:

1+2=3
To track animal movement and facilitate a fully-functional, national traceability system,
every livestock premises must have a valid premises identification (PID).

CFIA states that traceability is the ability to follow an item or group of items from
one point in the supply chain to another.
The purpose of implementing a traceability system
is to ensure the protection of animal health,
public health and food safety; improve
response times in emergency situations
(e.g., disease outbreak, tornadoes,
floods, fires, contaminated feed
supplement); as well as limit
economic, environmental
and social impacts.
Traceability also provides the
means to increase market share
for domestic and international markets
by creating confidence in Canadian products.
A strong and credible traceability program
will help to ensure Canada remains a
leading producer and marketer of beef
and dairy cattle, bison and sheep,
with a stable demand for products at all times.
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2014 General Manager’s Report
						The year 2014 was exciting with change and

						

growth for Canadian Cattle Identification Agency.
Dominating the agenda for the agency was the roll-out of
the Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project. CCIA and its
distribution partner went live as the sole distributor of
approved CCIA radio frequency identification tags in Canada
on February 3, 2014. In conjunction with this change, CCIA
introduced two web-based order sites at tags.canadaid.ca
– one for authorized, retail tag dealers and the other for
Canadian beef producers. Now and for the first time,
beef producers have access to the full array of approved
CCIA RFID tags and the convenience of having the tag
supplies shipped to an address of choice in three to five
business days.

						

The update to the tag distribution system was successful as
we transitioned more than 800 existing retail tag dealers to
the new system and initiated web store account activation
Brian Caney
directly with beef producers, facilitating tag dealers and
CCIA General Manager
producers to go online and order tag supplies directly. These
two web stores have already handled thousands of orders with remarkably few glitches. CCIA is now firmly
established in the retail and direct-to-producer channels providing Canadian producers with a clear choice
and multiple options for obtaining beef cattle tags.
CCIA continued its pivotal role in the development of Canadian Agri-Traceability Services (CATS), as
CATS continued its journey to develop a new database and support system for multi-species traceability in
Canada. CATS will provide CCIA access to a new, more robust and flexible database, which will eventually
replace the CLTS database to act as a data service provider, while CCIA retains its national administrator
status for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep.

Once again, CCIA championed the Cattle Implementation Plan (CIP) as a significant document that
describes industry’s roadmap to achieve a fully-functional livestock traceability system in Canada.
On review, 2014 was a year of dialogue as the federal government via Canadian Food Inspection
Agency provided drafts of the proposed regulatory framework, and accepted responses from industry
to those drafts. Working with industry partners, CCIA coordinated these responses and contributed
meaningful suggestions for improvements through the CIP committee members, clearly stating industry’s
preferred methods to achieve a higher functioning traceability system that is effective and economically
sustainable. This work continues into 2015 as CCIA must safeguard the progress already made without
burdening industry with over-regulation and bureaucracy.
CCIA worked closely with Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development through CCIA’s team
of Mobile Field Representatives (MFR), which continues its excellent outreach of education
and traceability support services to producers and other agri-businesses in Alberta. In 2014, the
MFRs expanded their support for the provincial premises identification registry, helping Alberta
improve its overall recording of land registration for the purposes of livestock traceability and
emergency management.
Throughout 2014, CCIA’s team continued to work together to maximize CCIA’s achievements. My personal
thanks go out to all employees and board members for their dedication and integrity to back all our
initiatives this past year and looking forward into 2015. What was delivered in 2014 will build our future.
Let’s have another great year!

As a founding partner in CATS with Agri-Traçabilité Québec (ATQ), CCIA is contributing
significantly to this next phase of national traceability – for the species groups it manages as well
as other interested livestock groups – to increase the level of livestock traceability potential in
every region of Canada.
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2014 Board Chairman’s Report
The books are now in for 2014 and I think we would

Like many industries in Canada, the livestock industry is facing rapid technological development on
many fronts, while at the same time facing increasingly-frequent market shifts. For those of us focused
on ensuring traceability becomes a fundamental business standard, we must keep pace with these
dynamic elements while ensuring further traceability efforts are economically sustainable. CCIA should be
seen by industry partners as the leader in innovative technology developments through our own research
and by partnering with others to bring new concepts and ideas to the table. Through our Tag Retention
Project, now in its third year, to our continued exploration of future technologies, CCIA is focused on
delivering improvements in operability and costs for a sustainable livestock traceability system for
Canadian producers.

all agree it was a very interesting year. For the cattle sector,
producers experienced record-high prices for beef, which will likely
continue for some time to come. On the financial front, as you will
see in the enclosed documents, I am pleased to report CCIA
performed well once again, and delivered a surplus for 2014.
I wish to thank the staff, management and board of directors
for working so well together to deliver these results.
In terms of livestock traceability, 2014 was a significant year for
the agency as we effected change to the tag distribution system
in Canada. CCIA successfully launched its tag distribution project,
acquiring sole control of tag distribution to retail tag dealers,
and for the first time, offering a producer-direct web store to
strengthen our direct connection with beef producers in Canada.
This project is a concrete example of our collective efforts
to improve data accuracy and capture, increase privacy of
producer data, lower the average price of tags and offer the full
selection of approved CCIA RFID tags to retail tag dealers and
beef producers across Canada.

Ensuring we are aligned with industry’s current and future needs is vital. With this critical
understanding, CCIA’s board began the process for creating a new strategic plan. Although the
process just began in 2014, it is a significant event for the organization as it charts the future.

Dr. Pat Burrage, BSc, DVM
CCIA Board Chairman

In 2014, CCIA furthered the evolution of the Cattle Implementation Plan by leading industry participants
through interaction with Canadian Food Inspection Agency around crucial aspects of the CIP. Moving
forward, CCIA will continue to advocate for this cattle industry traceability roadmap with governments as
consultation will begin on additional rounds of regulatory changes in 2015. One of the agency’s primary
roles will be to continue working with industry to ensure CCIA is in alignment with cattle industry groups and
that proposed regulations are reasonable. CCIA firmly believes that traceability can be provided at each
stage of the value chain, but it must be economically viable, occur at industry’s pace and as current
traceability technology allows.
Regulatory proposals advanced by CFIA in 2014 brought forward much discussion regarding the manner
in which movement reporting (i.e., group versus individual animal) should be incorporated into future
regulations. CCIA is supportive of industry’s perspective that the most efficient way to proceed is via group
movement recording and adoption of livestock movement document system to fill in existing gaps in the
traceability roadmap for cattle.
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Canadian Agri-Traceability Services progressed well throughout 2014 with CCIA’s keen
support for this development to deliver a new and improved database for CCIA’s use as
the national administrator for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep as well as a platform
for other species as traceability regulations evolve.
I was fortunate enough to meet with a number of livestock groups across Canada in 2014 to
listen to their needs and ensure our priorities are aligned with their expectations. Additionally,
through meetings with senior bureaucrats and government officials at the ministerial level, it
was clear that traceability initiatives are moving forward – with an expectation from governments
that industry must provide a clear and unified voice – with CCIA being a key member at the
discussion table.
It is also important for me to acknowledge the continued cooperation of our industry and
governments in the work we accomplished in 2014. We may not always agree on policies or
methodology, but it is clear the willingness to open dialogue and consideration of alternative
viewpoints will ultimately lead to a better livestock traceability system for Canada.
In conclusion, we can be proud of where we are. There is much work ahead and we look forward
to being a key player in the continued development of traceability in Canada in 2015.
Have a great 2015 –
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Committees
Board Development

Technical Advisory cont’d

In 2014, the Board Development Committee completed the first phase of reviewing CCIA’s board bylaws
to ensure board practices are compatible with effective board governance, principles and accountability.
Moving into 2015, CCIA will begin the process to recruit a facilitator to lead a full CCIA board bylaw review
in 2015.

Beyond 2014, this committee’s work will continue in partnership with Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology (SAIT) to implement the Tag Data and Tag Data Integrity Project, which will examine the
feasibility of collecting and scanning CCIA tags at the end of the animal life cycle. CCIA data from the
recovered tags will be compared to actual retirement data from the CLTS database to understand any data
integrity issues that exist at this point in the value chain. Collected tags will be interrogated electronically;
the results will be compared to existing Canadian and international tag approval specifications. Approved
tags outside of the minimum specification will be reported to the respective manufacturers and corrective
action will be taken to enhance the quality of approved CCIA RFID tags.

In the second half of 2014, this committee invited a board-effectiveness consultant and registered
parliamentarian to facilitate and engage CCIA’s board of directors through an in-person training session on
appropriate board meetings, rules and effective decision-making protocol.
During that session, the facilitator led CCIA’s board members through an exercise to redevelop CCIA’s
mandate by identifying CCIA’s core business, current responsibilities (i.e., data integrity, privacy and
security), key industry and government stakeholders, impending regulations and future needs for a
fully-functional livestock traceability system in Canada. At the end of 2014, CCIA’s board and management
teams worked together to determine planning and logistics for the development of CCIA’s new strategic
plan in early 2015.

CCIA’s Tag and Technology Manager Paul Laronde is a member of the Technical Advisory Committee and
a subject matter expert in animal identification and industry representative for Canada on the International
Organization for Standardization Sub Committee 19, Working Group 3 on electronic animal identification.
In 2014, Paul led the development of a Research and Development Cluster, which in turn will lead the
industry in traceability technologies.

Finance and Audit

The Research and Development Cluster will use technical expertise from within the
Technical Advisory Committee to develop and approve projects that examine challenges
facing producers, industry and governments as well as find practical solutions to move
traceability forward in Canada. Ideally, the Cluster will coordinate research across the livestock sector to
prevent duplication of efforts and share results of work underway.

The Finance and Audit Committee elected new chair John Tilley of Maritime Beef Council in April 2014.
Throughout the year, this committee worked closely with the management team and external auditors on
financial statement clarity to optimize business clarity.

Enforcement and Compliance
The Enforcement and Compliance Committee met twice in 2014 to address the industry’s issues
regarding tagging site regulations, which came into effect July 1, 2014. With CFIA in attendance, this
committee worked together to gain further understanding of tagging sites under current regulations;
provide a definition that covers all forms of tagging sites as well as a clearer reference to current animal
identification regulations and business flow at tagging sites; establish a process/protocol for
non-compliance situations; and also propose amendments to tagging site regulations in Ottawa in
early 2015.

NOTE: Ideas and challenges conceived by the Research and Development Cluster will be handled as
projects. Each project will be separate and required to have enough merit to obtain funding from various
sources in order to move forward in the process. The fiscal commitment from CCIA will be limited to some
administrative time and matching funds as required by certain funding applications. Any revenue generated
from licensing, patents or products will flow exclusively to CCIA.
The goal of CCIA’s Research and Development Cluster is to leverage CCIA’s ties with industry and work
with academia, governments and other key partners to conduct research and implement solutions to
Canada’s unique situation, specifically in traceability-related animal health and food safety.

NOTE: Tagging sites play an important role in animal identification ensuring approved tags are properly
applied to cattle and bison that have not been tagged prior to transport, as well as data integrity by
recording all such applications.

Technical Advisory
The Technical Advisory Committee conducted two ear tag field trials and recommended two
new CCIA tags for ministerial approval in 2014. In addition, this committee continued work on
the technology front with projects investigating terminal animal tags, automated traceability
data collection, high-retention security ear tag design improvements and the optimization of
electronic identification for equine. In 2015, this committee will review the expansion of CCIA’s
tag web stores with the addition of a limited number of approved CCIA RFID readers.
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Committees
Communications
Overall, 2014 was a banner year for CCIA communications in terms of industry event support, joint
communications projects and the launch of CCIA’s eCommerce tag web stores for retail tag dealers and
beef producers at tags.canadaid.ca. Three years of research and analysis were required to reach this
project’s goals and objectives for creating messaging, tools and communications strategy that led to the
system’s successful launch on February 3, 2014.
With the intent of supporting producers to meet animal identification requirements, CCIA Communications
also developed a variety of educational tools and reference materials in support of animal identification
and tag retention best practices, as well as national premises identification registration to help industry
members at each point in the value chain to meet pending animal movement recording and reporting
regulations coming into force January 2016. Stepping into 2015, CCIA will provide these resources to
industry and governments by distributing more than 200 communications kits to CCIA board associations,
breed associations, auction marts, provincial field and rural municipal offices across Canada.

Industry Government Advisory Committee
& Communications Working Group cont’d
In 2014, this group worked together to deliver on IGAC’s national communications plan
developed for implementation in 2015 to support pending legislation in force January 2016.
The communications products include: a brochure explaining the three pillars and benefits
of livestock traceability; eight traceability articles with producer and other value chain member
testimonials; and four, 30-second videos that can be used separately or compiled into a two-minute
video – one of which will be hosted by CCIA Chair Dr. Pat Burrage. In 2015, this group will roll-out these
informative materials in a joint-distribution endeavour to maximize communications across Canada’s
entire livestock value chain.

Industry Government Advisory Committee & Communications Working Group
In 2014, CCIA Chairman Dr. Pat Burrage represented CCIA as an active committee member
at both semi-annual Industry-Government Advisory Committee meetings.
At October’s gathering in Calgary, Dr. Burrage met with
the Honourable Gerry Ritz, Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food
to discuss the Cattle Implementation Plan and Canadian Food
Inspection Agency’s consultation process for regulatory amendments
to ensure industry and governments continue to unite and steer the
program together, developing an action plan to guide and advance
a sustainable and fully-functional livestock traceability system
in Canada.
Since the role of this external committee is to be the forum
for industry and governments to collaborate on the development
and implementation of the livestock and poultry components of
a national agriculture and food traceability system,
it is important to have a team of communicators
from each sector of the value chain to customize and
convey important information to each of their audiences.
With that in mind, the IGAC Communications Working Group
gathered members representing Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada;
Canadian Food Inspection Agency; Canadian Pork Council;
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Development;
Canadian Cervid Alliance; Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development;
Ontario Ministry of Food and Rural Affairs; Dairy Farmers of Canada;
Agri-Traçabilité Québec; Canadian Sheep Federation;
Canadian Agri-Traceability Services; independent beef producers and
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency to work together and communicate jointly.
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Projects
Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project: An Enhanced Tag Distribution System
By means of the TAG SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION PROJECT launched in 2014,
CCIA is now providing distribution and logistics services for beef cattle tags
through more than 800 authorized retail tag dealers across Canada as well as a
QUICK and EASY-TO-USE, direct-to-producer web store at tags.canadaid.ca
and toll-free tag order services at 1-877-909-2333.
This change in tag distribution has streamlined tag data and tag distribution processes for the approved
retail tag dealer network as well as non-breed specific beef producers, resulting in enhanced data integrity
within the Canadian Livestock Tracking System database.
Every non-breed specific beef producer that has a CLTS database account also has a corresponding
web store account. These linked accounts allow for immediate issuing of purchased tags to a producer’s
inventory and maximized tag data accuracy – both key to an efficient livestock traceability system.
As the national administrator for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep, and as a not-for-profit,
industry-initiated organization led by a board of directors representing 16 producer associations from all
sectors of the livestock industry, CCIA is responsible to maximize tag data integrity in the CLTS database
and ensure producers have uninterrupted access to approved CCIA RFID tags in Canada. CCIA designed
and launched this 24-hour online ordering system to maximize the integrity of beef tag data maintained in
the CLTS database and as a convenience for producers by saving them time and money.
In 2014, the Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project and online web stores:
Processed 3,634 of tag orders.
Shipped 2,880,390 tags.
Transitioned more than 800 retail tag dealers.

ADVANTAGES by Stakeholder:
Retail Tag Dealer Benefits:
Access to full array of approved CCIA RFID tags and corresponding tag applicators
Lower freight costs for tag shipments
Convenience of 24-hour online ordering system and delivery within three to five business days

Enhanced Tag Distribution System cont’d
Producer Benefits:
Access to full array of approved CCIA RFID tags and corresponding tag applicators
Timely and accurate tag data entry into CLTS producer account inventory
Lower pricing for tags and freight costs for tag shipments
Convenience of 24-hour online ordering system and delivery to an address of the
producer’s choice within three to five business days

Government Benefits:
Improve data accuracy and capture at the point of sale
Regional and national PID registration support via CCIA Call Centre representatives
guidance and referral to provincial/territorial PID registries

Auction Mart / Feedlot Benefits:
Timely and accurate tag data (i.e., tags must be issued before they may have move-in/move-out
event reporting applied)
Access to full array of approved CCIA RFID tags and corresponding tag applicators
Lower freight costs for tag shipments
Convenience of 24-hour online ordering system and delivery within three to five business days

Abattoir Benefits:
Timely and accurate tag data (i.e., tags must be issued before they are retired)

Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Benefits:
Improve data accuracy and capture at the point of sale
Increase privacy of producer data by reducing third-party data collection
Reduce the overall supply-chain costs of approved CCIA RFID tags and standardize the price of
approved CCIA RFID tags for producers
Strengthen CCIA’s connection with producers through increased number of interactions
Enhance connection with approved tag manufacturers and retail tag dealers
Revenue-positive project (i.e., contribute to the long-term financial viability of CCIA as an
industry-led organization)
Timely and accurate tag data
Opportunity for quality assurance checks at tag distribution centres
Maximize efficiencies of supply chain
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Projects
Enhanced Tag Distribution System cont’d

Canadian Agri-Traceability Services cont’d

It takes fewer than five minutes to activate a direct-to-producer web store account,
choose and order from the full array of approved tags and applicators, and have
the supplies shipped to an address of choice in three to five business days.

The specific functions, look and feel of the CATS database will depend on the needs and business
requirements of each stakeholder. The four key components for developing CATS are the database,
hardware architecture, application development and data exchanges. In 2015 and moving forward,
CATS will establish processes to accept electronic manifests, mobile submissions as well as direct/online
submissions of information to the database. CATS will work with key stakeholders to convert information
on paper manifests into information that is available electronically.

How to ACTIVATE a direct-to-producer tag web store account:
1.

At tags.canadaid.ca, click Place an Order for producers.

2.

The login page will appear, click Register – Create your Access Codes link.

3.

Enter your CLTS account ID and telephone number, then click AutoFill.

4.

Your address information will appear and you will have the opportunity to enter your user
information. Once entered, click Submit.

5.

The home page will appear with your tag order account information on the right-hand corner of
the page. You are now ready to place your order.

NOTE: If you receive a notice indicating your account cannot be found, please contact CCIA to confirm
your account information or to have your address information entered into the tag order database to
set-up a tag order account.

Canadian Agri-Traceability Services
Throughout 2014, Canadian Agri-Traceability Services worked with industry stakeholders to develop one
national traceability database, including: Agri-Traçabilité Québec by building the database, application,
data exchanges and preparing for launch in Quebec; gathering business rules at CCIA; assessing data
exchanges with partners; converting existing information into CATS; and adapting and migrating the
PigTrace system into CATS for Canadian Pork Council.
CATS made tremendous headway in terms of business development in 2014 by recruiting an
Executive Director and Finance and Accounting Manager, IT Project Director, Project Control Officer,
Business Analyst, Senior Hardware Architects and IT teams (in Longueuil/ATQ and Calgary/CCIA);
arranging office space in Ottawa (CPC), Longueuil (ATQ) and Calgary (CCIA) with office IT set-up;
developing branding strategy/logos, corporate policies and bylaws; selecting an audit firm; implementing
a governance structure; holding 12 board of directors meetings and establishing a senior project
advisory committee; developing a five-year budget and work plan; as well as developed a project
charter, risk register, statement of scope and project plan for gathering business rules. In addition,
CATS was included on implementation committees for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep in 2014,
and will be included on committees for goat, cervid and pig sectors in 2015.
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CATS is working with the CIP Committee and its sub-committee the Cattle Movement Reporting Working
Group to review options for cattle movement reporting through intermediate sites in order to understand
how to implement an improved approach to movement reporting that is based on the CIP; meet the needs
of industry as well as minimize the burden and impact on the speed of commerce.

Cattle Implementation Plan and
Canadian Food Inspection Agency’s Consultation Process
on Draft Compliance, Control and Enforcement Framework
The CIP committee met throughout 2014 in-person and via teleconference to develop updated and
enhanced definitions for purposes of clarity regarding the CIP’s details, phasing and timelines as well as
support and task its Technical Solutions subcommittee to make direct contact with Canadian Food
Inspection Agency to discuss technological opportunities and solutions for implementing animal movement
recording and reporting.
In December 2013, CFIA implemented a first-round of consultations with industry on the Draft Compliance,
Control and Enforcement Framework, which describes CFIA’s vision and approach for facilitating and
verifying compliance, preventing non-compliance, controlling risk and responding to non-compliance to
regulations in support of livestock identification and traceability in Canada.
In direct response to the first-round of consultations that CFIA initiated with industry in December 2013,
CCIA’s CIP Committee met to discuss how the options described in the Framework are incongruent
with industry’s needs, and to prepare a response to CFIA in Ottawa. Along with other producer-focused
organizations, CCIA submitted official correspondence and sent the CIP’s Technical Solutions
subcommittee for an in-person meeting with CFIA in Ottawa to discuss how the proposed Framework
differs from the CIP.
NOTE: The most current version of the Cattle Implementation Plan is online within CCIA’s home page at
www.canadaid.ca and www.canadaid.ca/fr/, in English and French respectively.
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Projects
CIP & CFIA Consultation Process on Draft Compliance,
Control and Enforcement Framework cont’d
In 2014, the CIP created a Tagging Sites subcommittee to work on gaining further understanding of tagging
sites under the current regulations; provide a definition that covers all forms of tagging sites and a
clearer reference to current animal identification regulations and business flow at tagging sites; as
well as propose amendments to CFIA tagging site regulations in Ottawa in early 2015.
Tagging sites play an important role in animal identification by ensuring that approved tags are properly
applied to cattle and bison that have not been tagged prior to being transported, as well as data integrity
by recording all such tag applications in a timely manner, which enables faster and more efficient animal
trace-back if needed. To ensure cattle and bison producers are aware of and have access to local tagging
sites, CCIA publishes a list of all approved tagging sites within CCIA’s home page online at
www.canadaid.ca and www.canadaid.ca/fr/, in English and French respectively.
CCIA is providing full support for tagging sites as they confirm their tagging site status within the CLTS
database to meet the amended section 183 (Tagging Sites) of the Health of Animals Regulations, which
came into force July 1, 2014. The tagging site’s authority to issue approved CCIA RFID tags and report that
information to the CLTS database remains the same. Tagging sites that issue approved tags are subject to
requirements under section 174.1 of the Regulations. If a tagging site sells approved CCIA RFID tags, that
tagging site must become a CCIA-approved tag dealer to comply with CFIA regulations.
The CIP’s two pending issues include the tagging site regulation clarification as well as
creating a process for tag activation of transient animals exported from Canada to US and then
returned to Canada. In terms of targets for 2015, members of the CIP Committee agreed to work together
to achieve 90 per cent premises identification in each province/territory by January 2016, regardless of
provincial/territorial regulations. In order to reach this target, CCIA and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
are preparing a strategy in support of a joint communications effort for a regional and national PID
outreach. As stakeholders and funding opportunities are currently being reviewed, more information
will be released on this
initiative in early 2015.

National Tag Retention Project
In 2014, Canadian Cattle Identification Agency was pleased to share key preliminary findings resulting
from the national Tag Retention Project, which is intended to collect baseline data on cattle tag
retention and tag readability, recommend solutions to enhance tag retention and readability as
well as provide the foundation for further study. The broad-based approach and survey of the existing
situations will provide the foundation for identifying specific tag retention challenges that may require
further data collection.
This project involves animals from various geographical areas across Canada to ensure appropriate
representation of farming styles and environments. The study has tagged more than 5,000 animals with
equal distribution of approved CCIA RFID tag types/brands at each test site. Each farm test site was
selected based on appropriate handling facilities to optimize tagger safety, tag application and tag retention.
In this study, each tag type is applied according to manufacturer’s directions (i.e., in terms of tag location,
using the corresponding manufacturer’s tag applicators, etc.).

Calf/Yearling Project
This project involved the tagging
of calves at 17 Canadian herds
ranging from 76 to 535 head.
Across 15 herds, tag retention
was 98.9 per cent to the
point of sale.
To identify the significance
of lost tags, an analysis of
variance test was conducted
using the percentage of each
of the seven brands of tags
retained in each herd.
Differences were analyzed for
significance amongst herds
and amongst tags. No statistical
difference was noticed amongst
herds. Tag loss was similar across
the herds sampled. Retention differences by tag brand were not significant.

Mature Cow Project
Mature cows were scanned once in 2014, and will be scanned once in 2015.
Replacement heifers tagged as calves have been scanned and included as part of the mature cow
data set in the fall during pregnancy checking.
Tag retention in mature cows appears to be more variable than in calves; however,
not enough scan data has been compiled for a robust comparison.
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Working Together to Advance Traceability: Projects
National Tag Retention Project
cont’d

In 2015, CCIA will continue to track and
monitor the remaining subject cattle
through 2016, obtaining additional tag
readings and observational data for
compilation and reporting related
to mature animal retention rates
and the impact of environmental
and herd management practices
on tag retention and operability.
The year 2015 will also see the
National Tag Retention Committee
investigate funding opportunities
to continue the project for mature
cattle past March 2016.
As a not-for-profit, industry-initiated
organization led by a board of
directors representing 16 producer
associations from all sectors of the
livestock industry, CCIA fully supports
the National Tag Retention Project and
its findings which will educate producers
on cattle RFID tag retention and tag reading
performance, and recommend solutions
to enhance tag retention and reading
performance. Details regarding tag
retention and reading performance rates
as well as recommendations
to reduce tag loss and tag readability
problems will be included in with
the statistical analysis in the
final report, which will be posted
online at www.canadaid.ca
at the end of the project.
Funding for this ongoing project
is provided by
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.

Canadian Cattle
Identification Agency
Summary Financial Statements
December 31, 2014

FOR INFORMATION on the Health of Animals Regulations, visit
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/C.R.C.,_c._296/
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Governance Practices
The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Board of Directors

consists of 20 individuals appointed by member organizations as outlined in CCIA’s bylaws. The board
oversees the planning process and provides input, guidance and validation, and evaluates plans and
financial performance. The board supports strategic initiatives through direct leadership of these initiatives,
which are reviewed throughout the year.
The board members elect an executive committee at the first meeting following the annual general meeting
each year. The executive committee includes the chair, vice chair, finance and audit committee chair, and
two directors at large. Along with CCIA’s general manager, the executive committee assists the board in
carrying out the policies established by the board of directors. The roles and responsibilities of the chair,
board members, general manager and committees are set out in written policies and charters.

Dr. Pat Burrage, BSc, DVM

Mark Elford

John Tilley

Pat Hayes

Rick Wright

Canadian Veterinary Medical
Association & Veterinarian

Saskatchewan Stock Growers
Association & Cow/Calf Producer

Maritime Beef Council
& Cow/Calf Producer

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association &
Cow/Calf Producer

LIvestock Markets Association of
Canada & Cattle Buyer

Directors are paid a per diem and travel costs to attend meetings and participate on committees.

Darcy Eddleston

Sid Atkinson

Gib Drury

The chair receives an honorarium of $1,875 per quarter.

Cow/Calf Producer

Fédération des producteurs de
bovins du Québec
& Cow/Calf Producer

Steve Eby

Howard Bekkering

Dairy Farmers of Canada
& Dairy/Beef Producer

Larry Garrett

Bill Gibson

British Columbia Cattlemen’s
Association & Cow/Calf Producer

Canadian Sheep Federation
& Sheep Producer

James MacLean
Canadian Livestock Dealer’s
Association & Feedlot Operator

The corporation has a risk management process designed to identify potential events that may affect
business operations. The board ensures appropriate authorities and controls are in place, and risks are
properly managed to ensure CCIA’s objectives are achieved. The CCIA management team works closely
with the board to ensure the board is fully aware of CCIA affairs. The board meets a minimum of three times
per year with CCIA management at these meetings; although, time is reserved for the board to meet without
management present.

Chairman

Vice Chair

Finance Chair

Director at Large

Director at Large

The board assesses its performance regularly with the goal to improve and maintain sound governance
practices. Gaps in skills are addressed through new board member appointments, training and hiring
outside experts as required.

Compensation
Past Chairman

Beef Farmers of Ontario
& Feedlot Operator

Alberta Beef Producers
& Cow/Calf Producer

Dan Gillis

Dave Kasko

Terry Kremeniuk

Canadian Meat Council
& Livestock Dealer

Canadian Meat Council
& Vice President

Canadian Bison Association
Executive Director

Lyle Miller

Martin Rossmann

Reg Schellenberg

Theresa Zuk

Alberta Cattle Feeders’ Association
& Feedlot Operator

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
& Cow/Calf Producer

Manitoba Beef Producers
& Cow/Calf Producer

The vice chair, and finance and audit committee chair receive an honorarium of $975 per quarter.
Board members receive a per diem of $200 per day, with executive committee and board committee
chairs receiving a per diem of $225 per day.

Conflict of Interest Guidelines
It is the duty of each member of CCIA’s board of directors to serve the agency’s mission
and not to advance his/her personal interests of those of other private parties.
CCIA’s Conflict of Interest Policy is
intended to permit CCIA and its
board members to identify,
evaluate and address any real,
potential or apparent conflicts of
interest that might, in fact or
appearance, call into question their
duty of undivided loyalty to CCIA.
Each board member is required
to acknowledge he/she is in
compliance with Conflict of Interest
Policy on an annual basis.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2014 / 2015
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Board Remuneration, Attendance and Related Expenses
Member
Organization

Board Member

Honorariums
(A)*

Per Diems
(B)*

Canadian Livestock Tracking System: Statistics & Resources

Total
Remunerations
(A+B)
*(less CPP,
EI deductions)

CCIA Committee
Meeting Attendance

Board
Meeting
Attendance

Committees

Attendance

Board
Travel and
Expenses

Pat Burrage, Chair

CVMA

$

7,500

$

4,100

$

11,600

6

9

34

$

6,190

Mark Elford, Vice Chair

SSGA

$

2,925

$

3,000

$

5,925

6

5

13

$

5,278

John Tilley, Finance Chair

MBC

$

2,925

$

1,275

$

4,200

5

4

9

$

3,375

Pat Hayes, Director at Large

CCA

$

850

$

850

2

3

1

$

1,318

LMAC

$

3,025

$

3,025

6

7

24

$

2,099

Cow/Calf Producer

$

725

$

725

1

6

13

$

3,214

Rick Wright, Director at Large
Darcy Eddleston, Past Chair
Sid Atkinson

DFC

$

0

$

0

4

2

3

$

0

Howard Bekkering

ABP

$

200

$

200

2

1

2

$

613

Gib Drury

FPBQ

$

950

$

950

6

2

7

$

3,008

Steve Eby

BFO

$

3,250

$

3,250

4

6

15

$

2,805

Larry Garrett

BCCA

$

1,500

$

1,500

6

3

11

$

1,972

Bill Gibson

CSF

$

1,050

$

1,050

4

1

1

$

444

Dan Gillis

CMC

$

0

$

0

4

1

2

$

0

Dave Kasko

CMC

$

0

$

0

2

1

0

$

0

Terry Kremeniuk

CBA

$

2,600

$

3,575

6

4

20

$

1,941

$

975

James MacLean

CLDA

$

1,000

$

1,000

4

1

3

$

682

Lyle Miller

ACFA

$

600

$

600

4

2

5

$

138

Martin Rossmann

CCA

$

450

$

450

5

2

9

$

1,826

Reg Schellenberg

CCA

$

1,925

$

1,925

5

3

7

$

1,428

Theresa Zuk

MBP

$

2,750

$

2,750

6

6

15

$

2,889

Board Expense Summary

TOTAL

$ 14,325

$ 29,250

$ 43,575

$ 39,220

Board Remunerations

$

43,575

Board Travel and Expenses

$

39,220

Hotel Rooms for Board Meetings

$

10,412

Additional Board Costs for Board Meetings (meals, transportation, printed annual report, training, etc.)

$

17,164

Additional Board Costs (Receiver General, Canada Pension Plan and Employment Insurance deductions)

$

6,378

Producer Meetings and Committee Expenses (conference calls and in-person attendance)

$

10,208

NOTES:

TOTAL

$ 126,957

ACTIVE refers to
a CLTS account
which has been
created and the
CLTS account
holder has
accessed the
account by creating
a username and
password for the
account.

		
		The CCIA board of directors believes in full financial disclosure of all board per diems,
honorariums and travel expenses. To this end, these tables outline the 2014 CCIA Board of
Directors expenditures.
		Board Meetings include three teleconference calls (approximately one hour each) and three
in-person meetings (approximately one and a half days each).
		Committees denotes the number of committees on which the director sits.
		Committee Attendance includes teleconference calls and in-person meetings for CCIA
committees (i.e., Board Development, Human Resources, Communications, Finance and
Audit), CIP and CIP-related committees, Technical Advisory Committee, CATS and
attendance at industry and government meetings.
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PLACEHOLDER refers to a CLTS account which has been created, but the CLTS account holder has not yet

accessed the CLTS account by creating a username and password for it. NOTE: A third-party service provider may
be entering data/events with a CLTS account holder’s authorized consent to do so without activating the account and
changing its status from placeholder to active.
29

Canadian Livestock Tracking System: Statistics & Resources
TAG-RELATED Events include: Allocated, Manufactured, Distributed and Issued Events

ANIMAL-RELATED
Events include:
Birthdate,
Cross-Reference,
Exported, Imported,
Move-In, Move-Out,
Replaced, Retired
and Sighted

Each province and territory has specific guidelines for creating a premises identification number.
Please visit http://support.canadaid.ca/?p=1949 for regional PID contact across Canada.

Our CUSTOMIZED-SUPPORT services team
and CLTS database experts

LEFT to RIGHT:
CCIA’s customized-support services team of
Aimee Goodman, Matt Dujay, Greg Beckford,
Team Leader Francine Potter and Dianne Berreth
30

LEFT to RIGHT:
CCIA Information Technology Manager
Waseem Rehman and team of
Xin Zhang, Zeeshan Alam
and Wei Gao
31

HEAD OFFICE
Technical Support & Order Desk Services
Calgary, Alberta
Canada
Toll-free: 1-877-909-2333
Tel: 403-275-2083 | Fax: 403-275-2099

info@canadaid.ca

CLTS Lite

CLTS Resource Centre

Reduce your wait time.

Simplify your experience.

CLTS Lite is a dial-up friendly version
of the Canadian Livestock Tracking System.
CLTS Lite is here to speed up
your data entry experience.

Dial-up is no longer a disadvantage.

Get online user support with:
• Online user guide
• Video tutorials
• Templates & tools for data upload
• Answers to frequently asked questions
• Current news, links and feedback channels

Go to clia.livestockid.ca and click CLTS Lite

support.canadaid.ca

